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DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURE AND FLOW EQUATIONS ON
ROUGH PATH SPACE
ZHONGMIN QIAN, JAN TUDOR
Abstract. We introduce a differential structure for the space of weakly geo-
metric p rough paths over a Banach space V for 2 < p < 3. We begin by
considering a certain natural family of smooth rough paths and differentiating
in the truncated tensor series. The resulting object has a clear interpretation,
even for non-smooth rough paths, which we take to be an element of the tan-
gent space. We can associate it uniquely to an equivalence class of curves,
with equivalence defined by our differential structure. Thus, for a functional
on rough path space, we can define the derivative in a tangent direction anal-
ogous to defining the derivative in a Cameron-Martin direction of a functional
on Wiener space. Our tangent space contains many more directions than the
Cameron-Martin space and we do not require quasi-invariance of Wiener mea-
sure. In addition we also locally (globally) solve the associated flow equation
for a class of vector fields satisfying a local (global) Lipshitz type condition.
1. Introduction
The main examples of continuous random models are those constructed by solv-
ing Itô’s stochastic differential equations. By means of Itô’s integration, one is able
to define a unique strong solution to the following Stratonovich type of differential
equation
(1.1) dX it = f
i
0(t,Xt)dt+
d∑
j=1
f ij(t,Xt) ◦ dW
j
t , X0 = x
where i runs from 1 to n, W = (W 1, · · · ,W d) is a d-dimensional Brownian motion
on a probability space, and ◦d denotes the Stratonovich differential. Equation (1.1)
has to be interpreted as an integration equation
(1.2) X it = x
i +
∫ t
0
f i0(s,Xs)ds+
d∑
j=1
∫ t
0
f ij(s,Xs) ◦ dW
j
s , X0 = x
where the integration is understood as the Stratonovich integrals which in turn can
be converted to Itô’s integrals. Suppose that the coefficients f ij are smooth with
bounded derivatives. The important nature is that the strong solution of (1.1) is
defined only almost surely, although the distribution of X = (Xt)t≥0 is determined
uniquely and is independent of the Brownian motion W . On the other hand, there
is a measurable mapping F from R+×Rn×C(R+;Rd) to Rn associated with (1.1)
such that Xt = F (t, x,W ) is the unique strong solution to (1.1). Moreover, for
each t ≥ 0 and ω ∈ C(R+;Rd), x → F (t, x, ω) is a diffeomorphism of Rn. In
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particular, the strong solution to (1.1) is differentiable in the initial data x, which
will not be surprising to anyone who has experience with dynamical systems. It
was Malliavin who first observed that the mapping ω → F (t, x, ω) is differential
in direction h which belongs to the Cameron-Martin space of the Wiener measure,
i.e. for h ∈ H10 (R
+;Rd), where H10 (R
+, Rd) is the space of all paths h in Rd whose
generalized derivative h˙ ∈ L2(R+;Rd).
In this article with the help of Lyons’ continuity theorem we identify the differ-
ential structure on the space of rough paths which allows us to differentiate Wiener
functionals along more tangent directions than those determined by the Cameron-
Martin space. One is thus able to use the machinery of rough paths together
with nonlinear functional analysis to study Wiener functionals, providing powerful
mathematical tools.
In Malliavin’s calculus, the Wiener functionals we are interested in are func-
tions on the space of continuous paths C ([0,∞) ;V ), where V = Rd for simplicity.
The distribution µ of the standard Brownian motion in Rd is a probability mea-
sure on C ([0,∞) ;V ). If h ∈ C ([0,∞) ;V ) then the measurable transformation τh
which sends a path x to x + h gives rise to a push-forward measure µh defined by
µh (A) = µ ◦ τh (A). A classical result in probability theory says that µh is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to µ if and only if h belongs to the Cameron-Martin
space H consisting of all paths h ∈ C ([0,∞) ;V ) whose generalized derivative
h˙ ∈ L2([0,∞)). Moreover, according to Cameron-Martin [1], in this case,
dµh
dµ
= exp
[∫ ∞
0
h˙(t)dω(t)−
∫ ∞
0
|h˙(t)|2dt
]
where dω(t) is understood as Itô’s differential. This property of the Wiener measure
is known as the quasi-invariance of Wiener measure.
Malliavin (see [16]) initiated a study of differentiating Wiener functionals on
C ([0,∞) ;V ) in order to address the regularities of their laws. An important result
is that many Wiener functionals are smooth in the Cameron-Martin directions.
Because the Wiener functionals (namely solutions to some stochastic differential
equations) we are interested in are only defined almost surely, it is possible to
differentiate such functions on C ([0,∞) ;V ) only along the directions given in the
Cameron-Martin space, and therefore one has to perturb a path in a Cameron-
Martin direction in order to preserve the measure. In rough path analysis the
Wiener functionals are lifted to continuous functions on rough path space and
therefore quasi-invariance of the Wiener measure is not required. This allows us to
develop a calculus of variations without referring to the Wiener measure.
The theory of rough paths, see [11] for a detailed discussion, was motivated in
part by a desire to have a deterministic or pathwise way of dealing with stochastic
differential equations. The core idea is that for paths which have infinite variation
as typical stochastic paths do, for example Brownian motion, defining the integral
as a Riemann sum is not sufficient. It turns out that for less regular paths, in
addition to increments, one needs information about the area enclosed by a path
and possibly higher order volumes in order to define an integration theory. The
regularity of a rough path, in general, determines how many higher order terms
must be considered. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the simplest true rough
paths, i.e. rough paths with roughness p where 2 < p < 3 (see below for an
explanation). A rough path X with roughness p (so called a p-rough path) is a
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map on the simplex ∆T := {(s, t, ) : s, t ∈ [0, T ]} taking values in the truncated
tensor algebra
T 2 (V ) := 1⊕ V ⊕ V ⊗2,
which satisfies Chen’s identity, Xs,t⊗Xt,u = Xs,u for all s, t, u ∈ [0, T ] with s < t <
u, and a regularity condition (1.3). Here the tensor multiplication ⊗ takes place in
T 2 (V ) so that
X1s,u =X
1
s,t +X
1
t,u,
X2s,u =X
2
s,t +X
2
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u,
where X1s,t ∈ V , X
2
s,t ∈ V
⊗2 are the components of Xs,t in V and V
⊗2. X has
finite p-variation in the sense that
(1.3) sup
D
(∑
l
∣∣X is,t∣∣ pi
) i
p
<∞
for i = 1, 2.
Let x(t) = X10t for t ≤ T . Then X
1
s,t = x(t) − x(s). We sometimes say X is a
rough path over the continuous path x. On the other hand, if given a continuous
path x with finite variation (up to time T ), one may construct a rough path X ,
called the canonical lift of x, by
X1s,t =x (t)− x (s)
X2s,t =
∫
s<u1<u2<t
dx (u1)⊗ dx (u2)
where the integral is defined via Riemann sums. In this case Chen’s identity is just
the additivity of iterated integrals over different intervals. Such a p-rough path is
called a smooth p-rough path.
The most interesting p-rough paths (where 2 < p < 3) are of course those over
Brownian motion sample paths. Observe that Brownian motion sample paths are,
with probability one, Hölder continuous with exponent less than one half, which
implies they have finite p-variation only for p > 2. It is well established that almost
all Brownian motion sample paths can be lifted canonically to p-variation rough
paths for 2 < p < 3.
The space of p-rough paths equipped with the p-variation distance
dp (X,Y ) = max
i

sup
D
(∑
l
∣∣X is,t − Y is,t∣∣ pi
) i
p


is a complete metric space, denoted by Ωp (V ). This space contains two special
subspaces GΩp (V ) and WGΩp (V ) which we define subsequently. The p-rough
paths which are the limit, in p-variation distance, of a sequence of smooth rough
paths are called geometric p-rough paths and denoted GΩp (V ). While weakly
geometric p-rough paths, denoted WGΩp (V ), are the elements of Ωp (V ) that can
be realized as the limit in uniform topology of the canonical lifts of bounded p-
variation smooth paths. See for example [9] for more details on the differences
between these spaces.
In this article, we identify a useful representation of the tangent space associated
to a natural differential structure on WGΩp (V ). The reason for our definition of
derivative comes from the following observation for a finite variation path x. Given
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another finite variation path y, one can produce the variational path x + εy for
ε ∈ [0, 1] say. This then induces a variation at the level of rough paths, X (ε), of
the canonical lift X of x which, due to the finite variation, is given by
X (ε)
1
=
∫
dx+ ε
∫
dy
X (ε)
2
=
∫
dx⊗ dx+ ε
(∫
dx⊗ dy +
∫
dy ⊗ dx
)
+ ε2
∫
dy ⊗ dy
where we have suppressed the limits of integration. In this case, the derivative of
X (ε) in the linear space C
(
∆T , T
2 (V )
)
is
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
X (ε) =
(
0,
∫
dy,
∫
dx⊗ dy +
∫
dy ⊗ dx
)
.
Note that if x and y have finite p-variation, then the cross iterated integrals
∫
dx⊗dy
and
∫
dy⊗dx have finite p2 variation. However, in addition to varying the increment,
we can also vary the second level path independently, by ϕ. Hence, we modify X (ε)
to include both first and second level variations and obtain
X (ε)1 =
∫
dx+ ε
∫
dy
X (ε)2 =
∫
dx⊗ dx + ε
(∫
dx⊗ dy +
∫
dy ⊗ dx+ ϕ
)
+ ε2
∫
dy ⊗ dy
so that
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
X (ε) =
(
0,
∫
dy,
∫
dx ⊗ dy +
∫
dy ⊗ dx+ ϕ
)
.
We remark that, in some sense, X (ε) is the simplest variation of X and that
its derivative at 0 can be associated to the pair (Z,ϕ) for Z ∈ Ωp (V ⊕ V ) with
Z1 =
(∫
dx,
∫
dy
)
,
Z2 =
( ∫
dx⊗ dx
∫
dx⊗ dy∫
dy ⊗ dx
∫
dy ⊗ dy
)
and ϕ ∈ Ωp/2 (V ⊕ V ). From this identification, it is possible to make rigorous the
meaning of the cross iterated integrals
∫
dx⊗dy and
∫
dy⊗dx as certain projections,
denoted pi12 (Z) and pi21 (Z) (see below for an explanation), of an element of Z ∈
Ωp (V ⊕ V ) even if x and y are non-finite variation paths. Hence, for each pair
(Z,ϕ) we define a variational curve V(Z,ϕ) (ε) at X by
V(Z,ϕ) (ε)
1
=X1 + εpi2 (Z)
1
V(Z,ϕ) (ε)
2
=X2 + ε [pi12 (Z) + pi21 (Z) + ϕ] + ε
2pi2 (Z)
2
where we use the notation
Z =
(
1,
(
pi1 (Z)
1
, pi2 (Z)
2
)
,
(
pi1 (Z)
2
pi1,2 (Z)
pi2,1 (Z) pi2 (Z)
2
))
,
where pii and piij are natural projections which should be self-evident. Finally we
have to identify the equivalence classes of variations which give the same derivative.
Therefore, we say that (Z,ϕ) is equivalent to
(
Z˜, ϕ˜
)
if
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V(Z,ϕ) (ε) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V(Z˜,ϕ˜) (ε)
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and pi1 (Z) = X and denote the equivalence class [Z,ϕ]. Note that we cannot
uniquely assign a variational curve to an equivalence class [Z,ϕ] because we have
a choice of the pi2 (Z)
2
term. Our first main theorem 13 shows that the collection
of all equivalence classes [Z,ϕ] is the tangent space at X , in the sense that, every
possible differentiable curve of rough paths starting at X (whose derivative is taken
in a function space C(∆, T (2)(V ))) is determined uniquely by some [Z,ϕ].
The idea behind the first main theorem can be described as the following. If
X (ε) is an arbitrary curve of rough paths, then the pair
(
X1 (0) ,
[
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
X (ε)
]1)
will in general not have a canonical lift to Ωp (V ⊕ V ). Therefore, a way of obtaining
a p-rough path (⌊p⌋ = 2) from just the increment level is required and is provided,
though not uniquely, by the Lyons-Victoir extension (see [15]). The conditions
for the extension theorem are the reason we are restricted to the case of weakly
geometric rough paths rather than general rough paths. For the proof of this result
in the general case we refer the reader to [15]. For completeness we include a
proof in Rd for a generalized version following the same argument as in [15] in
the appendix. An interesting point which distinguishes our setting from that of
Malliavin calculus is that for each perturbation of a path in a Cameron-Martin
direction there are infinitely many perturbations of the lifted rough path, each
corresponding to a choice of “cross-iterated integrals” (projections) of the path and
the Cameron-Martin direction. In other words, for each Cameron-Martin direction,
there are infinitely many variations of the rough path which are not equivalent but
have the same variation at the path level.
We demonstrate that the tangent space is a well defined linear vector space, and
forms a bundle over the space of rough paths, but unfortunately we do not believe
that it is a fibre bundle. What is missing is the structure of local trivialization.
Yet, we are still able to solve the flow equation
C′ (τ) = F (C (τ)) , C (0) = X
for τ ∈ [0, T ] on WGΩp (V ) for a class of functions F which are Lipschitz in some
sense to be defined later (see definition 18). Here we must consider the derivative
on the left as the tangent vector [Z,ϕ] (τ) uniquely associated to the curve C (τ)
and F as assigning an element of the tangent space to each point of the curve.
Furthermore, we say a curve U (·) is a solution to the flow equation if
lim
h↓0
h−1
[
dq
(
U (τ + h) , V[FZ(U(τ)),Fϕ(U(τ))] (h)
)]
= 0
for all τ and U(0) = X .
This definition requires some explanation. The reason for the appearance of dq
is that although for p-rough path space the natural metric used in the solution
definition should be dp, due to technical limitations we must use the metric dq for
some q > p. Specifically this is caused by the lack of an intrinsic compactness
theorem for sets in Ωp which forces us to find compactness in Ωq for some q > p.
Now, loosely speaking, since V is a variational curve with parameter h for the
tangent vector assigned to U at time τ , in a Banach space setting the above would
reduce to
lim
h↓0
h−1 ‖U (τ + h)− [U (τ) + hF (U (τ))]‖ = 0,
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or equivalently,
lim
h↓0
∥∥∥∥U (τ + h)− U (τ)h − F (U (τ))
∥∥∥∥ = 0.
Therefore our definition makes sense on the rough path space and seems natural.
However, the non-uniqueness of a variational curve V associated to a tangent vector
means the definition may depend on the choice of variational curve. We avoid this
issue by only considering a class of F such that there exists a canonical choice
of variational curve associated to F (U (τ)) and construct a solution via an Euler
scheme.
Let us now more precisely state the main results we have briefly discussed above.
Theorem. Let C (ε) : [−τ, τ ]→WGΩp (V ) be such that C (0) = X and let(
1, C′ (0)1 , C′ (0)2
)
be its derivative at 0 in T 2 (V ) sense. If C′ (0)
1
has finite p-variation and C′ (0)
2
has finite p2 -variation, there exists a unique equivalence class [Z,ϕ] such that
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
C (ε) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V[Z,ϕ].
Where [Z,ϕ] is a tangent vector and V[Z,ϕ](ε) is any variational curve associated
to it.
That is, we identify the space of equivalence classes of curves which abstractly
define the tangent space. Furthermore, on such spaces we have the following.
Theorem. If F is a locally Lipschitz near X0 vector field on WGΩp, then there
exists a unique solution U : [0, α]→ Ωq (V ) to the flow equation for q > p.
Furthermore, if we strengthen the condition on F to a globally Lipschitz one
then we obtain a global solution. This is the content of theorem 28. We refer the
reader to definition 18 for a precise explanation of what we mean by “F is locally
Lipschitz near X0”.
There are a great number of papers dealing with tangent vectors of Wiener
space. Malliavin first introduced his idea of differentiating a functional on Wiener
space in [16]. Since then, many topics have been developed and many powerful
techniques have been produced within his calculus. In particular, much work has
been done extending the Cameron-Martin quasi-invariance theorem toWiener space
on a based manifold as a corollary to the existence of a flow associated to some
vector fields. Many of these papers consider more general tangent vectors of Wiener
space.
In [3], Cruzeiro considered vector fields as maps from Wiener space to the
Cameron-Martin space, which satisfied certain exponential integrability estimates.
For these special vector fields, the author was able to produce a solution flow by
approximating the fields through projection onto a finite dimensional space which
was identified with Rn for which ordinary differential equation techniques produce
a flow. As a corollary, it was obtained that for any constant vector field (i.e. for all
x ∈ C ([0, 1] ;R), F (x) = h for some h in Cameron-Martin space) the measure in-
duced by the corresponding flow Ut (x) is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Wiener measure. This paper instigated a series of works related to extending the re-
sults to manifolds. In [17, 18], the authors showed that the Wiener measure on loops
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over a compact connected Lie group is quasi-invariant with respect to the left ac-
tion of paths on the group which have finite energy, i.e.
∫ 1
0
∥∥u−1 (t) u˙ (t)∥∥2 dt <∞.
However, for the right action in [17], Malliavin deals with the Wiener measure on
a connected Lie group of matrices, for which a negative result is obtained. He
defines the tangent space as the space of continuous paths u taking values in the
Lie algebra such that
∫ 1
0 ‖u˙ (t)‖
2
dt < ∞. The main theorem then shows that if
the adjoint representation is not unitary, one cannot obtain quasi-invariance of the
measure induced by infinitesimal right action by elements of this tangent space.
A major step in extension to manifolds was accomplished by Driver in [5] where
the author proves a quasi-invariance result for the path space of a compact manifold
without boundary, thereby extending the work of Cruzeiro. He defines a tangent
vector field on the based path space W as a map Xh (ω) (s) := H (ω) (s)h (s)
where H (ω) (s) is the stochastic parallel translation along ω on the interval [0, s],
and h : [0, 1] → ToM with h (0) = o and h has finite energy. The flow is con-
structed through geometric means whenever the covarient derivative satisfies the
torsion skew symmetric condition. Furthermore, the quasi-invariance of the induced
measure is proved. Note that in the case that M = Rn, the tangent vector fields
reduce to Xh (ω) (s) = h (s), i.e. the usual Cameron-Martin space if we identify
the tangent space with Rn. In this case, the flow is solved to be u (t) = ω + th.
The torsion skew symmetric condition was relaxed in [12] to allow for any affine
connection which is adjoint skew symmetric (if the affine connection preserves the
Riemannian metric then the adjoint skew symmetric and torsion skew symmetric
conditions are equivalent). An extension of these results is made in [6] where a
flow is produced and a quasi-invariance theorem is shown for the case of vector
fields defined as above, but where h is replaced by a continuous semi-martingale of
particular form.
A deterministic construction of Driver’s flow on a closed Riemannian manifold is
produced in [13] using the theory of rough paths. Here Lyons and Qian construct
a flow for a class of vector fields obtained from solving a class of rough differential
equations. They apply this to the construction of Driver’s flow using the fact that
one can solve the flow equation for a geometric vector field by considering the
solution flow of an Ito map obtained by solving a certain differential equation.
A further notion of tangent spaces was investigated by Cipriano, Cruziro, and
Malliavin in [2, 4]. In these works, the authors develop the notion of a process
tangent to Wiener space defined to be an Rd valued semi-martingale ξ satisfying
the Itô equation dξi (t) = Aijdxj (t) + Bjdt where the anti-symmetric matrix co-
efficients Aij are semi-martingales which also have a Stratonovich representation.
An associated flow is also constructed and shown to have a push forward measure
which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Wiener measure with density in
Lp (dµ) for all p ≥ 1. Of particular interest is the fact that a tangent process has a
representation as the solution to the equation ηt =
∫ t
0
ηtdx (t)+γdt. In some sense,
this is related to the information contained in cross iterated integrals of a process
with the Brownian path together with some additive function. This information is
contained in our definition of the tangent in a deterministic way.
Yet another approach to defining derivatives of functionals on the Wiener space
is considered in [10]. Instead of considering the variation F (x+ th), the authors
consider a class of measure preserving transformations Tt giving associated variation
F (Ttx+ th) and construct a solution to the related flow equation.
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We stress that in the above non-rough path approaches, the vector fields are
limited to a subspace of the Wiener space (usually the Cameron-Martin space) and
the flow is defined for almost every (with respect to Wiener measure) element of
continuous path space. In our definition we provide a much larger class of tangent
directions which is defined point wise without reference to a measure. In fact,
given any element of the same rough path space, there are infinitely many tangent
directions which in some sense are variations in the direction of the given rough
path.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we formally present the machinery
we require from rough path theory with the exception of the Lyons-Victoir extension
theorem which is instead discussed in the appendix. Section 3 is devoted to the
definition and properties of the tangent space while the final section 4 covers the
construction of the local and global flows.
2. Preliminaries
Let us discuss the tools we will need from rough path theory. Historically the
theory of rough paths was developed as an approach to making deterministic sense
of differential equations of the type
dxt =F (xt) dyt
x0 =ξ
where the path y is very irregular in time parameter t. In the case that y is not
differentiable, solutions x must interpreted as an integral
x· =x0 +
∫ ·
0
F (xt) dyt
and if y is regular enough to have bounded variation, then ODE theory tells us that,
for Lipschitz F , the above equation has a bounded variation solution. Rough path
theory provides an extension of the classical theory significantly beyond bounded
variation (Young integration can be seen as a simpler extension). In order to go
farther, more information than the path increments is required to define the integral.
And this was conjectured in some sense by Föllmer (see the history section of Lyon’s
original paper [11]). More specifically, he guessed that knowing the increment
and Levy area would be sufficient to solve stochastic differential equations. In
fact, Lyons showed that a deterministic approach using just the increments is not
possible. With this in mind and the fact that higher order iterated integrals contain
area information, we want to be able to define the iterated integrals∫
s<t1<···<tn<t
dYt1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dYtn
for paths of finite p-variation.
Notice that if y has finite variation, then the first iterated integral is just the
increment yt − ys and the second iterated integral is limm(D)→0
∑
l (ytl − ys) ⊗
(yt − ytl) so in this case, the higher order term is determined by the increment.
Also, since up to this point we don’t have an integration theory for rough paths,
such objects are not defined for p-variation paths for p ≥ 2. Instead, we consider a p-
rough path as an object in ⊕
⌊p⌋
i=iV
⊗i where the element in V ⊗i behaves algebraically
like an ith order iterated integral and satisfies a finite p-variation condition. The
reason we consider elements only up to order ⌊p⌋ is that for any p-rough path, there
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exists a unique extension to ⊕∞i=iV
⊗i which has finite p-variation (see for example
the extension theorem 3.1.2 in [14]).
Let us now give the formal framework for considering path increments as well as
higher order elements.
Definition 1. Let V be a Banach space and T n (V ) = ⊕ni=0V
⊗i be its tensor
powers. A continuous function X : ∆T → T
n (V ) denoted at each pair (s, t) by
Xs,t =
(
X0s,t, . . . , X
n
s,t
)
is said to be a multiplicative functional of degree n in V if
Xs,t ⊗Xt,u =Xs,u(2.1)
for all s, t, u ∈ [0, T ] satisfying s < t < u, where the tensor product is taken in
T n (V ).
The algebraic condition (2.1), referred to throughout as Chen’s identity, captures
the additivity property of integrals over regions. Indeed, for x, a path with bounded
variation, letting X2s,u =
∫
s<t1<t2<u
dxt1 ⊗ dxt2 , we have∫
s<t1<t2<u
dxt1 ⊗ dxt2 =
∫ t
s
(xt2 − xs)⊗ dxt2 +
∫ u
t
(xt2 − xt)⊗ dxt2
+
∫ u
t
(xt − xs)⊗ dxt2
=
∫
s<t1<t2<t
dxt1 ⊗ dxt2 +
∫
t<t1<t2<u
dxt1 ⊗ dxt2
+ (xt − xs)⊗ (xu − xt)
=X2s,t +X
2
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u
=Xs,t ⊗Xt,u.
Finally, we form a p-rough path by the imposition of the analytic finite p-variation
condition on X .
Definition 2. A p-rough path in V is a multiplicative functional of degree ⌊p⌋ in
V with finite p-variation, i.e.
sup
D⊆[0,T ]
∑
D
∥∥∥X itl,tl+1
∥∥∥ pi
V
<∞
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊p⌋}. The space of all p-rough paths in V is denoted by Ωp (V )
and can be equipped with the distance
dp (X,Y ) := max
i∈{1,...,⌊p⌋}
sup
D⊆[0,T ]
(∑
D
∥∥∥X itl,tl+1
∥∥∥ pi
V
) i
p
in which case it is a complete metric space.
There are two special spaces of rough paths. The p-rough paths which are
the limit, in p-variation distance, of a sequence of smooth rough paths are called
geometric p-rough paths and denoted GΩp (V ). And the elements of Ωp (V ) that
can be realized as the limit in uniform topology of the canonical lifts of bounded p-
variation smooth paths are called weakly geometric p-rough paths and are denoted
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WGΩp (V ). The strict inclusions
GΩp (V ) ⊂WGΩp (V ) ⊂ Ωp (V )
hold.
The following is standard and shows that up to reparameterization, p-rough
paths are closely related to 1p -Hölder continuous paths.
Proposition 3. Let X ∈ Ωp (V ) and assume X
1 is not zero on any interval. Also
define τ : [0, T ]→ R+ by
τ (t) =
ω (t)T
ω (T )
where ω (t) is the pth power of the p-variation of X up to time t on the path level,
that is
ω (t) =
2∑
i=1
sup
D⊆[0,t]
∑
D
∣∣∣X itl−1tl
∣∣∣ pi .
Then ∣∣∣X iτ−1(s),τ−1(t)∣∣∣ ≤
(
ω (T )
T
) i
p
(t− s)
i
p .
Proof. We have by the sub-additivity of p-variation over subintervals,
∣∣∣X iτ−1(s)τ−1(t)∣∣∣
p
i
≤
2∑
i=1
sup
D⊆[τ−1(s),τ−1(t)]
∑
D
∣∣∣X itl−1tl
∣∣∣ pi
≤
2∑
i=1
sup
D⊆[0,τ−1(t)]
∑
D
∣∣∣X itl−1tl
∣∣∣ pi − 2∑
i=1
sup
D⊆[0,τ−1(s)]
∑
D
∣∣∣X itl−1tl
∣∣∣ pi
= ω
(
τ−1 (t)
)
− ω
(
τ−1 (s)
)
.
Then by the definition of τ ,
ω (t) =
ω (T )
T
τ (t)
so plugging in τ−1,
ω
(
τ−1 (t)
)
=
ω (T )
T
t
and hence ∣∣∣X iτ−1(s)τ−1(t)∣∣∣
p
i
≤
ω (T )
T
(t− s) .
Finally, taking the pth root gives the result. 
The next bound will be used to prove the well known extrinsic compactness
result for sets in Ωp (V ).
Lemma 4. Let X,Y ∈ Ωp (V ). Then for q > p we have the following bound
(2.2) dq (X,Y ) ≤ Cdp (X,Y )
p
q .
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where
C =max
{(
2 sup
t
∣∣X10,t − Y 10,t∣∣
) q−p
q
,
(
2 sup
t
∣∣X20,t − Y 20,t∣∣
(
1 + 2
(
sup
t
∣∣X10,t∣∣+ sup
t
∣∣Y 10,t∣∣
))) q−p
q
}
Proof. First we make the elementary estimate
sup
D
(∑
l
∣∣∣X itltl+1 − Y itltl+1
∣∣∣ qi
) i
q
= sup
D
(∑
l
∣∣∣X itltl+1 − Y itltl+1
∣∣∣ q−pi ∣∣∣X itltl+1 − Y itltl+1
∣∣∣ pi
) i
q
≤
(
sup
s,t∈∆T
∣∣X is,t − Y is,t∣∣
) q−p
q
sup
D
(∑
l
∣∣∣X itltl+1 − Y itltl+1
∣∣∣ pi
) i
q
.
Then, by Chen’s identity,∣∣X1s,t − Y 1s,t∣∣ = ∣∣X10,t −X10,s − (Y 10,t − Y 10s)∣∣
≤ 2 sup
t
∣∣X10,t − Y 10,t∣∣
and∣∣X2s,t − Y 2s,t∣∣ = ∣∣X20,t −X20,s −X10,s ⊗X1s,t − (Y 20,t − Y 20,s − Y 10,s ⊗ Y 1s,t)∣∣
≤ 2 sup
t
∣∣X20,t − Y 20,t∣∣+ ∣∣(X10,s − Y 10,s)⊗X1s,t + Y 10,s ⊗ (X1s,t − Y 1s,t)∣∣
≤ 2 sup
t
∣∣X20,t − Y 20,t∣∣+ 4 sup
t
∣∣X10,t − Y 10,t∣∣
(
sup
t
∣∣X10,t∣∣+ sup
t
∣∣Y 10,t∣∣
)
which gives the result. 
We will use the following compactness result in the proof of the existence of flow
equation solutions on the space of rough paths. The fact that it is not intrinsic is
the source of the awkward fact that our solution of a flow equation on WGΩp lives
in Ωq.
Theorem 5. If V is finite dimensional then any A ⊂ Ωp (V ) satisfying
sup
A
dp (0, X) ≤M
is relatively compact.
Proof. Consider the family of paths in V given by
{
X10,· : X ∈ A
}
. The uniformly
bounded p-variation implies
sup
A
∣∣X1s,t∣∣ ≤M
so that because V is finite dimensional, for fixed t
{
X10,t : X ∈ A
}
is relatively
compact. Also, by proposition 3∣∣X10,t −X10,s∣∣ = ∣∣X1s,t∣∣
≤ C |t− s|
1
p
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where the constant depends only on the length of the time interval and the total
p-variation of X . So we have shown equicontinuity. Hence, the Ascoli-Arzela theo-
rem implies that
{
X10,· : X ∈ A
}
is relatively compact in the uniform topology on
C ([0, T ] , V ).
Now, let X (n) be any sequence in A. Then by the above argument there exists
a subsequence X (nk) such that X
1
0,· (nk) converges in the uniform norm. Next
consider the family of paths in V ⊗2 given by
{
X20,· (nk)
}
. Again we have pointwise
relative compactness in V ⊗2 due to finite dimensionality and uniformly bounded
p-variation. Also, just as above, we apply Chen’s identity and proposition 3 to
arrive at ∣∣X20,t (nk)−X20,s (nk)∣∣ = ∣∣X2s,t (nk) +X10,s (nk)⊗X1s,t (nk)∣∣
≤
∣∣X2s,t (nk)∣∣+ ∣∣X10,s (nk)∣∣ ∣∣X1s,t (nk)∣∣
≤ C
[
(t− s)
2
p + s
1
p (t− s)
1
p
]
for C independent of k. Then we have equicontinuity of the paths X20,· as
|t− s| ≤ min
{( ε
2C
) p
2
,
(
ε
2CT
1
p
)p}
implies
∣∣X20,t (nk)−X20,s (nk)∣∣ ≤ ε. Therefore, after a second application of the
Ascoli-Arzela theorem we can extract a further subsequence such that bothX10,· (nkl)
and X20,· (nkl) converge in the uniform norm on V and V
⊗2 respectively.
Finally, consider any sequence in A. The above allows us to extract a subse-
quence such that each X i0,· (l) converges in uniform norm V
⊗i. Then the bound
(2.2) together with the uniformly bounded p-variation implies the subsequence is
also Cauchy in Ωq (V ). Therefore completeness of Ωq (V ) gives the result. 
Let us now introduce some notation and basic operations on rough paths. We
will often consider rough paths which at the first tensor level consist of a pair of
rough paths, i.e. rough paths in V ⊕W , so we use the following notation for the
component parts of such rough paths Z. We use
Z1 =
(
pi1 (Z)
1
, pi2 (Z)
1
)
Z2 =
(
pi1 (Z)
2
pi1,2 (Z)
pi2,1 (Z) pi2 (Z)
2
)
due to the decomposition
T 2 (V ⊕W ) = 1⊕ (V ⊕W )⊕
(
V ⊗2 ⊕ (V ⊗W )⊕ (W ⊗ V )⊕W⊗2
)
,
and may also denote Z by (pi1 (Z) , pi2 (Z))where the projections
pi1 (Z) =
(
1, pi1 (Z)
1
, pi1 (Z)
2
)
pi2 (Z) =
(
1, pi2 (Z)
1
, pi2 (Z)
2
)
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are p-rough paths in V and W respectively. In this case, by identifying ⊕ with +
when the objects are in the same space, Chen’s identity (2.1) is equivalent to
pii (Z)
1
s,u =pii (Z)
1
s,t + pii (Z)
1
t,u
pii (Z)
2
s,u =pii (Z)
2
s,t + pii (Z)
2
t,u + pii (Z)
1
s,t ⊗ pii (Z)
1
t,u
piij (Z))s,u =piij (Z))s,t + piij (Z))t,u + pii (Z)
1
s,t ⊗ pij (Z)
1
t,u .
If we know two rough paths X and Y as a single rough path Z in V ⊕ V , i.e. in
some sense we know their cross iterated integrals, then we may add the projections
of Z in the following sense.
Proposition 6. Let Z = (X,Y ) be a p-rough path in V ⊕ V . Then(
1, X1 + Y 1, X2 + pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + Y
2
)
is a p-rough path in V .
Proof. This is from Chen’s identity for rough paths in V ⊕V given above in equation
(2.1). 
Scalar multiplication is well defined for rough paths in the following sense.
Proposition 7. Let X be a p-rough path in V and for all λ ∈ R define λX by
(λX)1 =λX1
(λX)
2
=λ2X2.
Then, λX is a p-rough path over V .
Proof. Immediate from Chen’s identity and the properties of scalar multiplication
on tensor product spaces. 
3. Tangent Space Construction
For a functional f : Ωp
(
R
d
)
→ R one might try to define its derivative by
considering ddε
∣∣
ε=0
f (X + εY ). If we could define this object, it would give us the
derivative of f at X in the direction Y . However, as rough path space is not linear,
it is not clear how we should varyX as addition of rough paths does not make sense.
Even with this fact, we can define a kind of addition of X and Y if we have some
information not contained in just X and Y . That is, if we know Z ∈ Ωp (V ⊕ V )
with pi1 (Z) = X,pi2 (Z) = Y . Naturally, there are many such Z that give rise to
X and Y through the projections, but they give different “sums” as the definition
of the “sum” depends on cross iterated integrals or the projections pi1,2 (Z) and
pi2,1 (Z). This tells us that the information in Y alone is not sufficient to determine
a direction in rough path sense. Yet Y together with the cross iterated integrals of
X and Y is enough to determine the sum of X and Y in rough path sense. This
suggests as a first step we consider elements Z of Ωp (V⊕V ) such that pi1 (Z) = X .
For such Z we can “add” pi1 (Z) and pi2 (Z) and form a new rough path K in the
same space as each of the projections according to the formula
K1s,t :=pi1 (Z)
1
s,t + pi2 (Z)
1
s,t(3.1)
K2s,t :=pi1 (Z)
2
s,t + pi2 (Z)
2
s,t + pi12 (Z)s,t + pi21 (Z)s,t(3.2)
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where
Zs,t =
(
1, Z1s,t, Z
2
s,t
)
=
(
1, pi1 (Z)
1
s,t , pi2 (Z)
1
s,t , pi1 (Z)
2
s,t , pi12 (Z)s,t , pi21 (Z)s,t , pi2 (Z)
2
s,t
)
.
Then,
K1s,t (ε) :=pi1 (Z)
1
s,t + εpi2 (Z)
1
s,t
K2s,t (ε) :=pi1 (Z)
2
s,t + ε
(
pi12 (Z)s,t + pi21 (Z)s,t
)
+ ε2pi2 (Z)
2
s,t
is the rough paths equivalent of adding ε times a direction to X .
Proposition 8. If Z ∈ Ωp (V ⊕ V ) is of the form
Z1s,t =
(
pi1 (Z)
1
, pi2 (Z)
1
)
Z2s,t =
(
pi1 (Z)
2
s,t pi12 (Z)s,t
pi21 (Z)s,t pi2 (Z)
2
s,t
)
then the path VZ (ε) defined by
VZ (ε)
1
s,t =
(
pi1 (Z)
1
s,t , εpi2 (Z)
1
s,t
)
VZ (ε)
2
s,t =
(
pi1 (Z)
2
s,t εpi12 (Z)s,t
εpi21 (Z)s,t ε
2pi2 (Z)
2
s,t
)
is also in Ωp (V ⊕ V ). In particular, this implies the function V (ε) defined by
V (ε)
1
s,t =pi1 (Z)
1
s,t + εpi2 (Z)
1
s,t
V (ε)
2
s,t =pi1 (Z)
2
s,t + εpi12 (Z)s,t + εpi21 (Z)s,t + ε
2pi2 (Z)
2
s,t
is in Ωp (V ).
Proof. We must verify that Chen’s identify is satisfied so we examine VZ (ε)s,t ⊗
VZ (ε)tu. For simplicity let X and Y denote pi1 (Z) and pi2 (Z) respectively. By
definition,(
VZ (ε)s,t ⊗ VZ (ε)t,u
)2
=
 X2s,t +X2t,u +X1s,t ⊗X1t,u ε
(
pi1,2 (Z)s,t + pi1,2 (Z)t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u
)
ε
(
pi2,1 (Z)s,t + pi2,1 (Z)t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u
)
ε2
(
Y 2s,t + Y
2
t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u
)


But since Z is multiplicative, we have
(Zs,t ⊗ Zt,u)
2 =(
X2s,t +X
2
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u pi1,2 (Z)s,t + pi1,2 (Z)t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u
pi2,1 (Z)s,t + pi2,1 (Z)t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u Y
2
s,t + Y
2
t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u
)
=
(
X2s,u pi12 (Z)s,u
pi21 (Z)s,u Y
2
s,u
)
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so that
X2s,t +X
2
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u =X
2
s,u
pi1,2 (Z)s,t + pi1,2 (Z)t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u =pi1,2 (Z)s,u
pi2,1 (Z)s,t + pi2,1 (Z)t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u =pi1,2 (Z)s,u
Y 2s,t + Y
2
t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u =Y
2
s,u
which implies (
VZ (ε)s,t ⊗ VZ (ε)t,u
)2
=VZ (ε)
2
s,u .

Remark 9. The path ε→ VZ (ε) defined above is continuous in p variation topology.
If c (ε) is a curve consisting only of smooth rough paths such that c (0) = X ,
then the information in the derivative at 0 is c′ (0)
1
, together with c′ (0)
2
which
corresponds to the sum
∫
dX ⊗ dc′ (0)
1
+
∫
c′ (0) d ⊗X . If we want to associate
it to some equivalence class [Z] for some Z ∈ WGΩp (V ⊕ V ), we would need a
way of separating c′ (0)
2
into two terms which would correspond to pi1,2 (Z) and
pi2,1 (Z). If we could achieve this, then to any equivalence class of curves we could
uniquely associate a [Z] where Z1 =
(
X, c′ (0)
1
)
and ddε
∣∣
ε=0
VZ (ε) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
c (ε).
Unfortunately, there is no clear way to do this other than for smooth rough paths.
Hence, we need something further which is given by the independent second level
variation.
Suppose X =
(
1, X1, X2
)
is a p-geometric rough path over V and c (ε) is a
curve in GΩp
(
R
d
)
such that ddεc (ε)
1
has finite p variation and c (0) = X . We
can form the Lyons-Victoir extension W ∈ WGΩp (V ⊕ V ) of W
1 =
(
X1, c′ (0)
1
)
.
Intuitively, the projections pi1,2 (W ) and pi2,1 (W ) are some cross iterated integrals
of X and c′ (0)1. But, the sum of the projections pi1,2 and pi2,1 may not equal
c′ (0)
2
due to independent second level variation. Therefore, we introduce ϕ =
c′ (0)
2
− pi1,2 (W ) − pi2,1 (W ) which measures the relationship of the extension of(
X1, c′ (0)1
)
to the derivative. Then, the pair (W,ϕ) contains all the information
included in X1 and the derivative of c (ε). In order to recover the information from
X2, we form a new element Z of WGΩp (V ⊕ V ) by replacing pi1 (W )
2
with X2.
Then (Z,ϕ) has all the information contained in the derivative of c (ε), though
we need to quotient out some information because pi2 (Z)
2 is not related to the
derivative of c (ε).
We now formalize the above considerations.
Definition 10. For Z, Z˜ ∈ WGΩp (V ⊕ V ) such that pi1 (Z) = pi1
(
Z˜
)
= X ,
and ϕ, ϕ˜ ∈ Ω p
2
(V ⊕ V ), we say the pair (Z,ϕ) is equivalent to
(
Z˜, ϕ˜
)
, denoted
(Z,ϕ) ∼
(
Z˜, ϕ˜
)
, if
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V(Z,ϕ) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V(Z˜,ϕ˜)
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where the variational curve V 1(Z,ϕ) (ε) ∈ C0
(
∆T ;T
2 (V )
)
is defined by
V 1(Z,ϕ) (ε) =X
1 + εpi2 (Z)
1
V 2(Z,ϕ) (ε) =X
2 + ε [pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ] + ε
2pi2 (Z)
2
.
Remark 11. By proposition 8, V(Z,ϕ) is actually in WGΩp (V ).
Proposition 12. The above relation ∼ is an equivalence relation.
Proof. This is clear because the relation is defined by an equality. 
We now demonstrate that each equivalence class of curves through X , where
equivalence is defined by equal derivative in the sense of our differential structure
on T 2 (V ), can be associated to a unique[Z,ϕ]. If we denote the collection of all
such equivalence classes by TXWGΩp, this will justify calling TXWGΩp the tangent
space.
Theorem 13. Let c (ε) : [−τ, τ ]→WGΩp (V ) be such that c (0) = X and let(
1, C′ (0)
1
, C (0)
2
)
be its derivative at 0 in T 2 (V ) sense. If c′ (0)
1
has finite p-variation and c′ (0)
2
has finite p2 -variation, there exists a unique equivalence class [Z,ϕ] such that
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
c (ε) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V[Z,ϕ].
Proof. If W is a chosen Lyons-Victoir extension of
(
X1, c′ (0)
1
)
and
ϕs,t :=c
′ (0)
2
s,t − pi1,2 (W )s,t − pi2,1 (W )s,t ,
form Z defined by
Z1 =
(
X1, c′ (0)
1
)
Z2 =
(
X2 pi1,2 (W )
pi2,1 (W ) pi2 (W )
2
)
.
Such Z is multiplicative, since X and W are. Let us verify that ϕ is additive now.
Since the curve c (ε) is multiplicative for each ε, we have
c (ε)
2
s,u =c (ε)
2
s,t + c (ε)
2
t,u + c (ε)
1
s,t ⊗ c (ε)
1
t.u
which implies
c′ (0)2s,u − c
′ (0)2s,t − c
′ (0)2t,u =c
′ (0)1s,t ⊗X
1
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗ c
′ (0)1t,u
but also, by the construction of W , we have
pi1,2 (W )s,u − pi1,2 (W )s,t − pi1,2 (W )t,u =X
1
s,t ⊗ c
′ (0)1t,u
and
pi2,1 (W )s,u − pi2,1 (W )s,t − pi2,1 (W )t,u = c
′ (0)
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u.
Hence,
c′ (0)
2
s,u − pi1,2 (W )s,u − pi2,1 (W )s,u =c
′ (0)
2
s,t − pi1,2 (W )s,t − pi2,1 (W )s,t
+ c′ (0)2t,u − pi1,2 (W )t,u − pi2,1 (W )t,u
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which shows that ϕs,t = c
′ (0)
2
s,t − pi1,2 (W )s,t − pi2,1 (W )s,t is additive. Then, by
definition the associated variational curve V[Z,ϕ] (ε) ∈WGΩp (V ) where
V[Z,ϕ] (ε)
1
=X1 + εc′ (0)
1
V[Z,ϕ] (ε)
2
=X2 + ε (pi1,2 (W ) + pi2,1 (W ) + ϕ) + ε
2pi2 (W )
2
.
And by construction ddε
∣∣
ε=0
V[Z,ϕ] =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
c (ε). 
Let us show that TXWGΩp is a linear space.
Lemma 14. Given Z1 = (X,Y ) , Z2 =
(
X, Y˜
)
∈ GΩp (V ⊕W ) andW ∈ WGΩp (W ),
a particular choice of Lyons-Victoir extension of
(
1, Y 1 + Y˜ 1
)
, and
Z ∈ C0
(
∆T ;T
2 (V ⊕W )
)
defined by
Z1s,t =
(
X1s,t, Y
1
s,t + Y˜
1
s,t
)
Z2s,t =
(
X2s,t
∑2
i=1 pi1,2 (Zi)s,t∑2
i=1 pi2,1 (Zi)s,t W
2
s,t
)
is a weakly geometric p-rough path over V ⊕W .
Proof. Consider
(
1, Y 1 + Y˜ 1
)
. We can extend this via the Lyons-Victoir extension
to a weakly geometric rough path W ∈WGΩp (W ) which we write as
W =
(
1, Y 1 + Y˜ 1,W 2
)
.
By definition,
(Zs,t ⊗ Zt,u)
2
1,1 =X
2
s,t +X
2
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u
(Zs,t ⊗ Zt,u)
2
1,2 =
2∑
i=1
pi1,2 (Zi)s,t +
2∑
i=1
pi1,2 (Zi)t,u +
(
X1s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗ Y˜
1
t,u
)
(Zs,t ⊗ Zt,u)
2
2,1 =
2∑
i=1
pi2,1 (Zi)s,t +
2∑
i=1
pi2,1 (Zi)t,u +
(
Y 1s,t ⊗X
1
t,u + Y˜
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u
)
(Zs,t ⊗ Zt,u)
2
2,2 =W
2
s,t +W
2
t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗ Y˜
1
t,u + Y˜
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u + Y˜
1
s,t ⊗ Y˜
1
t,u
Since Zi is multiplicative for i = 1, 2 we have(
X2s,t +X
2
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u pi1,2 (Z1)s,t + pi1,2 (Z1)t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u
pi2,1 (Z1)s,t + pi2,1 (Z1)t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u Y
2
s,t + Y
2
t,u + Y
1
s,t ⊗ Y
1
t,u
)
=
(
X2s,u pi1,2 (Z1)s,u
pi2,1 (Z1)s,u Y
2
s,u
)
and(
X2s,t +X
2
t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u pi1,2 (Z2)s,t + pi1,2 (Z2)t,u +X
1
s,t ⊗ Y˜
1
t,u
pi2,1 (Z2)s,t + pi2,1 (Z2)t,u + Y˜
1
s,t ⊗X
1
t,u Y˜
2
s,t + Y˜
2
t,u + Y˜
1
s,t ⊗ Y˜
1
t,u
)
=
(
X2s,u pi1,2 (Z2)s,u
pi2,1 (Z2)s,u Y˜
2
s,u
)
.
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Also, since W is multiplicative,
W 2s,t +W
2
t,u +
(
Y 1 + Y˜ 1
)
⊗
(
Y 1 + Y˜ 1
)
=Ws,u.
Putting these expressions together, we get (Zs,t ⊗ Zt,u)
2
= Z2s,u. 
Proposition 15. The tangent space TXGΩp (V ) is linear. More precisely the op-
erations
[Z1, ϕ1] + [Z2, ϕ2] := [Z,ϕ1 + ϕ2] ,
where
Z1 =
(
X1s,t, pi2 (Z1)
1
+ pi2 (Z2)
1
)
Z2 =
(
X2s,t
∑2
i=1 pi1,2 (Zi)s,t∑2
i=1 pi2,1 (Zi)s,t W
2
s,t
)
for W some Lyons-Victoir extension of
(
1, pi2 (Z1)
1
+ pi2 (Z2)
1
)
, and
λ [Z,ϕ] := [Zλ, λϕ]
where Zλ is defined by
Z1λ =
(
X1s,t, λpi2 (Z)
1
)
Z2λ =
(
X2s,t λpi1,2 (Z)s,t
λpi2,1 (Z)s,t λ
2Z2s,t
)
are well defined.
Proof. That Z, as defined above, is in WGΩp (V ⊕ V ) follows from Lemma 14 so
[Z,ϕ1 + ϕ2] is indeed an equivalence class. We now show that [Z,ϕ1 + ϕ2] does not
depend on the choice of representatives from [Z1, ϕ1] and [Z2, ϕ2]. Let
(
Z˜1, ϕ˜1
)
and
(
Z˜2, ϕ˜2
)
be some other representatives from the equivalence classes [Z1, ϕ1]
and [Z2, ϕ2] respectively. We form
(
Z˜, ϕ˜1 + ϕ˜2
)
with
Z˜1 =
(
X1s,t, pi2
(
Z˜1
)1
+ pi2
(
Z˜2
)1)
Z˜2 =

 X2s,t
∑2
i=1 pi1,2
(
Z˜i
)
s,t∑2
i=1 pi2,1
(
Z˜i
)
s,t
W 2s,t

 .
Then
V 1(Z˜,ϕ˜1+ϕ˜2)
(ε) =X1 + ε
[
pi2
(
Z˜1
)1
+ pi2
(
Z˜2
)1]
V 2(Z˜,ϕ˜1+ϕ˜2)
(ε) =X2 + ε
2∑
i=1
pi1,2
(
Z˜i
)
s,t
+ ε
2∑
i=1
pi2,1
(
Z˜i
)
s,t
+ ε (ϕ˜1 + ϕ˜2) + ε
2W 2s,t.
Furthermore, since (Zi, ϕi) ∼
(
Z˜i, ϕ˜i
)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, we have
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V(Zi,ϕi) (ε) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V(Z˜i,ϕ˜i) (ε)
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which gives
pi2 (Zi)
1
=pi2
(
Z˜i
)1
and
pi1,2 (Zi) + pi2,1 (Zi) + ϕi =pi1,2
(
Z˜i
)
+ pi2,1
(
Z˜i
)
+ ϕ˜i.
Therefore,
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V 1(Z˜,ϕ˜1+ϕ˜2)
(ε) =
[
pi2
(
Z˜1
)1
+ pi2
(
Z˜2
)1]
=
[
pi2 (Z1)
1
+ pi2 (Z2)
1
]
=
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V 1(Z,ϕ1+ϕ2) (ε)
and also
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V 2(Z˜,ϕ˜1+ϕ˜2)
(ε) =
2∑
i=1
pi1,2
(
Z˜i
)
s,t
+
2∑
i=1
pi2,1
(
Z˜i
)
s,t
+ ϕ˜1 + ϕ˜2
=
2∑
i=1
pi1,2 (Zi)s,t +
2∑
i=1
pi2,1 (Zi)s,t + ϕ1 + ϕ2
=
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
V 2(Z,ϕ1+ϕ2) (ε) .
Hence
(
Z˜, ϕ˜1 + ϕ˜2
)
∼ (Z,ϕ1 + ϕ2) and the addition is well defined. For scalar
multiplication, Zλ ∈ WGΩp (V ) follows from proposition 8. The fact that it is
independent of the choice of equivalence class representative is the same in nature
as the proof of this fact for addition. 
4. Flow Equations
In this section we investigate the existence and uniqueness of solutions to flow
equations on the space of weakly geometric rough paths WGΩp given by
C′ (τ) =F (C (τ)) , C (0) = X.
We interpret the derivative on the left hand side as the associated tangent vector
in the sense given by theorem 13 and F assigns elements of the tangent space at
C (τ) to each C (τ). Key to the constructions in this section is that although the
collection of tangent spaces does not have a vector bundle structure due to lack of
local trivialization, there is some useful structure which comes from rough paths
being imbedded in the the linear space C
(
∆;T 2 (V )
)
equipped with the p-variation
distance.
Throughout this section, we consider a class of vector fields given as follows. Sup-
pose we are given two maps Z : WGΩp (V ) →WGΩp (V ⊕ V ) and ϕ : WGΩp (V )→
WGΩ p
2
(V ) such that for each X , pi1 (Z (X)) = X . Then, for each X , we can form
the tangent vector [Z (X) , ϕ (X)] and so obtain an associated vector field F (X).
We will use the notation FZ,ϕ (X) := pi1,2 (Z (X)) + pi2,1 (Z (X)) + ϕ (X) together
with FZ (X) = Z (X) and Fϕ (X) = ϕ (X) when we wish to emphasize the tangent
field generated by Z and ϕ.
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First let us define the following function on the tangent collection for future
clarity of the notation.
Definition 16. For [Z,ϕ]X ∈ TXWGΩp (V ) and [W,φ]Y ∈ TYWGΩp (V ) let
d˜p ([Z,ϕ] , [W,φ]) :=max [dp (pi1 (Z) , pi1 (W ))
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z)1tl,tl+1 − pi2 (W )1tl,tl+1
∣∣∣p
} 1
p
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣[pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ] tl,tl+1
− [pi1,2 (W ) + pi2,1 (W ) + φ] tl,tl+1
∣∣ p2} 2p ]
which does not depend on the choice of representative of the equivalence class.
Proposition 17. The function d˜p is a metric on the disjoint union of the tangent
spaces, TWGΩp (V ).
Proof. Non-negativity and symmetry are inherited from the properties of the norm
on V . If d˜p ([Z,ϕ]X , [W,φ]Y ) = 0 then pi1 (Z) = pi1 (W ) so that [Z,ϕ] and [W,φ]
are in the same tangent space. By definition 10, pi2 (Z)
1
= pi2 (W )
1
and
pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ = pi1,2 (W ) + pi2,1 (W ) + φ
imply that they are in the same equivalence class. Hence d˜p ([Z,ϕ] , [W,φ]) = 0 if
and only if [Z,ϕ]X = [W,φ]Y .
For the triangle inequality, consider [S, σ] ∈ TRWGΩp (V ). The triangle inequal-
ity for dp and the Minkowski inequality give
dp (pi1 (Z) , pi1 (W )) ≤ dp (pi1 (Z) , pi1 (S)) + dp (pi1 (S) , pi1 (W )) ,{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z)1tl,tl+1 − pi2 (W )1tl,tl+1
∣∣∣p
} 1
p
≤
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z)1tl,tl+1 − pi2 (S)1tl,tl+1
∣∣∣p
} 1
p
+
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (S)1tl,tl+1 − pi2 (W )1tl,tl+1
∣∣∣p
} 1
p
,
and {∑
l
∣∣[pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ] tl,tl+1
− [pi1,2 (W ) + pi2,1 (W ) + φ] tl,tl+1
∣∣ p2} 2p ≤
{∑
l
∣∣[pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ] tl,tl+1
− [pi1,2 (S) + pi2,1 (S) + σ] tl,tl+1
∣∣ p2} 2p
+
{∑
l
∣∣[pi1,2 (S) + pi2,1 (S) + σ] tl,tl+1
− [pi1,2 (W ) + pi2,1 (W ) + φ] tl,tl+1
∣∣ p2} 2p .
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Therefore, by definition of the supremum as the least upper bound, in the previous
two equations the supremum over all partitions on the left hand side is less than
the sum of the supremums on the right hand side. Finally, bounding each of
dp (pi1 (Z) , pi1 (W )) , sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z)1tl,tl+1 − pi2 (W )1tl,tl+1
∣∣∣p
} 1
p
, and
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣[pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ] tl,tl+1 − [pi1,2 (W ) + pi2,1 (W ) + φ] tl,tl+1∣∣ p2
} 2
p
by the sum
max [dp (pi1 (Z) , pi1 (S))
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z)1tl,tl+1 − pi2 (S)1tl,tl+1
∣∣∣p
} 1
p
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣[pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ] tl,tl+1
− [pi1,2 (S) + pi2,1 (S) + σ] tl,tl+1
∣∣ p2} 2p ]
+max [dp (pi1 (S) , pi1 (W ))
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (S)1tl,tl+1 − pi2 (W )1tl,tl+1
∣∣∣p
} 1
p
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣[pi1,2 (S) + pi2,1 (S) + σ] tl,tl+1
− [pi1,2 (W ) + pi2,1 (W ) + φ] tl,tl+1
∣∣ p2} 2p ]
gives the result. 
Now we are able to state our Lipschitz condition on F which allows existence
solutions.
Definition 18. Let Z : WGΩp (V ) → WGΩp (V ⊕ V ) and ϕ : WGΩp (V ) →
WGΩ p
2
(V ) such that pi1 (Z (X)) = X and form the vector field F such that F (X) =
[Z (X) , ϕ (X)].
We will say such an F is locally Lipschitz nearX0 if there exist positive constants
r, C1, and C2 such that for all X,Y ∈ Br (X0)
d˜p (F (X) , F (Y )) ≤C1dp (X,Y )
d˜q (F (X) , F (Y )) ≤C2dp (X,Y )
for q > p.
We will say F is globally Lipschitz if the above relations hold for all X,Y ∈
WGΩp (V ).
Now let us introduce our concept of a solution to the flow equation for a non-
differentiable curve. We know from the definition of the equivalence class, that two
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tangents (at a fixed point X) are in the same equivalence class if the derivatives
at ε = 0 of their variational curves are equal, i.e. (Z,ϕ) ∼
(
Z˜, ϕ˜
)
if and only if
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
V(Z,ϕ) (ε) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
V(Z˜,ϕ˜) (ε). Also, using theorem 13, we can associate any
differentiable curve U to a unique equivalence class [Z,ϕ] such that ddε
∣∣
ε=0
U (ε) =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
V[Z,ϕ] (ε). Hence, a curve U (τ) differentiable in our sense is a classical
solution to the flow equation if
lim
ε→0
U (τ + ε)− U (τ)
ε
= lim
ε→0
V[FZ(U(τ)),Fϕ(U(τ))] (ε)− U (τ)
ε
for each τ ∈ [0, T ]. Formally rearranging this equation leaves us with
lim
ε→0
U (τ + ε)− V[FZ(U(τ)),Fϕ(U(τ))] (ε)
ε
= 0.
This second expression can be defined even for some non-differentiable curves. The
natural metric in which this limit should take place is of course the p-variation
metric. However, the following definition uses q (for q > p) instead of p due to
technical limitations which will become clear in the proof.
Definition 19. A continuous curve U : [0, T ]→ Ωq (V ) is said to be a solution to
the flow equation
C′ (τ) =F (C (τ))
C (0) =X
if U (0) = X and
lim
h↓0
h−1
[
dq
(
U (τ + h) , V[FZ (U(τ)),Fϕ(U(τ))] (h)
)]
=0
for each τ ∈ [0, T ] and some q > p.
U is said to be an ε-solution to the flow equation if U (0) = X and
lim
h↓0
h−1
[
dp
(
U (τ + h) , V[FZ(U(τ)),Fϕ(U(τ))] (h)
)]
≤ε
for each τ ∈ [0, T ].
Roughly speaking, an ε-solution is a curve whose tangent at a point is in some
sense close to the tangent assigned by F at that point. Note that if we were in a
Banach space case then the above would be
lim
h↓0
∣∣∣∣U (τ + h)− [U (τ) + hF (U (τ))]h
∣∣∣∣ ,
i.e. it would be equivalent to the statement: U ′ (τ) exists and equals F (U (τ)).
Remark 20. Recall that for a given tangent vector, a variational curve is not unique.
In fact there are infinitely many choices each associated to a different Lyons-Victoir
extension, indeed a variational curve for a tangent at X has component in V ⊗ V
given by V[Z,ϕ] (ε)
2
= X2+ ε (pi1,2 (Z) + pi2,1 (Z) + ϕ)+ ε
2
(
W 2
)
where W is an ex-
tension ofX1+pi2 (Z)
1
. Therefore, the above definition may depend on the choice of
variational curve which we associate to the tangent [FZ (U (τ)) , Fϕ (U (τ))]. How-
ever, for the class of vector fields we consider, the canonical choice of W 2 is given
by pi2 (Z (U (τ)))
2
. We will always assume we make this choice and therefore, we
refer to the variational curve rather than a variational curve.
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In order to obtain solutions, we first construct an approximate solution given
by an Euler approximation scheme. The only issue is correctly choosing the Eu-
ler “polygon” approximation through the variational curve associated to a tangent
vector.
Lemma 21. Let F be locally Lipschitz near X0 in the sense of definition 18 and
define
M = sup
X∈Br(X0)

d˜p (F (X) , 0) , sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z (X))2tl,tl+1
∣∣∣ p2
} 2
p


and set α = r2M . Then for all ε > 0 there exists an ε-solution U ∈ C ([0, α] : Br (X0))
of the flow equation with initial value X0 ∈WGΩp (V ) satisfying
(4.1) dp (Uτ , Uσ) ≤ (1 + 2α)M |τ − σ| , ∀σ, τ ∈ [0, α] .
Proof. Let ε > 0 be given and partition the interval [0, α] into
0 = τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τn = α
such that
max
i
|τi+1 − τi| ≤
ε
(C1 + 2)M
.
For τ ∈ [τi, τi+1), define inductively
U (τ) =V[F(Uτi)]
(τ − τi)
where V[F(Uτi)]
is the variational curve associated to the tangent F (Uτi). More
precisely, we first define the points
U1τ1 =X
1
0 + τ1pi2 (F (X0))
1
U2τ1 =X
2
0 + τ1 [pi1,2 (X0) + pi2,1 (X0) + Fϕ (X0)] + +τ
2
1pi2 (Z (X0))
2
and
U1τi+1 =U
1
τi + (τi+1 − τi)pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
U2τi+1 =U
2
τi + (τi+1 − τi) [pi1,2 (Uτi) + pi2,1 (Uτi) + Fϕ (Uτi)]
+ (τi+1 − τi)
2
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and then the curve is defined by(
V[F(Uτi)]
(τ)
)1
=U1τi + (τ − τi)pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
(
V[F(Uτi)]
(τ)
)2
=U2τi + (τ − τi) [pi1,2 (Uτi) + pi2,1 (Uτi) + Fϕ (Uτi)]
+ (τ − τi)
2
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
whenever τ ∈ [τi, τi+1).
The curve thus defined satisfies U (τ) ∈ Br (X0). In fact, for τ ∈ [0, τ1)∥∥U1 (τ)−X10∥∥ =τ ∥∥∥pi2 (F (X0))1∥∥∥∥∥U2 (τ)−X20∥∥ ≤τ ‖FZ,ϕ (X0)‖+ τ2 ∥∥∥pi2 (F (X0))2∥∥∥
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so that dp (U (τ) , X0) ≤ 2τ1M . Similarly, for τ ∈ [τi, τi+1)∥∥U1 (τ)− U1 (τi)∥∥ =(τ − τi) ∥∥∥pi2 (F (U (τi)))1∥∥∥∥∥U2 (τ)− U2 (τi)∥∥ ≤ (τ − τi) ‖FZ,ϕ (U (τi))‖+ (τ − τi)2 ∥∥∥pi2 (Z (U (τi)))2∥∥∥
implies dp (U (τi) , U (τ)) ≤ 2 |τi+1 − τi|M . Hence, for general τ ∈ [0, α],
dp (U (τ) , X0) ≤ dp (X0, U1)+
k−1∑
i=1
dp (U (τi) , U (τi+1)) + dp (U (τk) , U (τ))
≤2Mτ1 + 2M
k−1∑
i=1
|τi+1 − τi|+ 2M |τ − τk|
=2Mτ
≤2Mα = r
where k is such that τ ∈ [τk, τk+1) and we have used (τ − τ1)
2
≤ (τ − τ1) for a
small enough partition size (which can be controlled by taking small enough ε). To
see the Lipschitz condition is satisfied, first take τ, σ ∈ [τi, τi+1) for which we have
U1τ − U
1
σ =(τ − σ)pi2 (FZ (Uτi))
1
U2τ − U
2
σ =(τ − σ)FZ,ϕ (Uτi)
+ [(τ − σ) + 2 (σ − τi)] (τ − σ)pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
so that, by homogeneity of the metric, dp (Uτ , Uσ) ≤ CM |τ − σ|. For general
τ, σ ∈ [0, α] such that σ ∈ [τm, τm+1), τ ∈ [τn, τn+1), we have
U1τ − U
1
σ =
n∑
i=m
∫ τ
σ
pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
χ[τi,τi+1) (γ)dγ
U2τ − U
2
σ =
n∑
i=m
∫ τ
σ
[
FZ,ϕ (Uτi) + 2 (γ − τi)pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
]
χ[τi,τi+1) (γ) dγ
where we use the Bochner integral in the Banach spaces (V, ‖·‖V ) and
(
V ⊗ V, ‖·‖V⊗V
)
.
Consequently,∥∥[U1τ − U1σ]∥∥ ≤max
i
∥∥∥pi2 (F (Uτi))1∥∥∥ |τ − σ|∥∥[U2τ − U2σ]∥∥ ≤max
i
[
‖FZ,ϕ (Uτi)‖+ 2α
∥∥∥pi2 (Z (Uτi))2∥∥∥] |τ − σ|
which implies
dp (Uτ , Uσ) ≤ (1 + 2α)M |τ − σ| .
Now let us show that U is indeed an ε-solution. Whenever τ ∈ [τi, τi+1), for
sufficiently small h, we also have (τ + h) ∈ [τi, τi+1) and hence
U (τ + h)
1
=U1τi + (τ + h− τi)pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
U (τ + h)
2
=U2τi + (τ + h− τi)FZ,ϕ (Uτi)
+ (τ + h− τi)
2
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
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and
VF (Uτ ) (h)
1
=U1τ + hpi2 (F (Uτ ))
1
VF (U)τ ) (h)
2
=U2τ + hFZ,ϕ (Uτ ) + h
2pi2 (Z (Uτ ))
2
.
This shows,
U (τ + h)
1
− VF (Uτ ) (h)
1
=
(
U1τi − U
1
τ
)
+ (τ − τi)pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
+ h
(
pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
− pi2 (F (Uτ ))
1
)
and
U (τ + h)2 − VF (Uτ ) (h)
2 =
(
U2τi − U
2
τ
)
+ (τ − τi)FZ,ϕ (Uτi)
+ h (FZ,ϕ (Uτi)− FZ,ϕ (Uτ ))[
(τ − τi)
2
+ 2h (τ − τi)
]
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
+ h2
[
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
− pi2 (Z (Uτ ))
2
]
.
Since, τi < τ < τi+1
U1τ =U
1
τi + (τ − τi) pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
U2τ =U
2
τi + (τ − τi)FZ,ϕ (F (Uτi))
+ (τ − τi)
2
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
and so (
U1τi − U
1
τ
)
+ (τ − τi)pi2 (F (Uτi))
1 =0(
U2τi − U
2
τ
)
+ (τ − τi)FZ,ϕ (Uτi) + (τ − τi)
2
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
= 0.
Therefore,
h−1
(
U (τ + h)− VF (Uτ ) (h)
)1
=
(
pi2 (F (Uτi))
1
− pi2 (F (Uτ ))
1
)
(4.2)
h−1
(
U (τ + h)− VF (Uτ ) (h)
)2
=(FZ,ϕ (Uτi)− FZ,ϕ (Uτ ))(4.3)
+ 2 (τ − τi)pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
+ h
[
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
− pi2 (Z (Uτ ))
2
]
and by the Lipschitz property of F and homogeneity of the metric,
h−1dp
(
U (τ + h) , VF (Uτ ) (h)
)
≤C1dp (Uτi , Uτ )
+ 2M |τ − τi|+ 2hM.
Also,
U1τ =U
1
τi + (τ − τi)pi2 (FZ (Uτi))
1
U2τ =U
2
τi + (τ − τi)FZ,ϕ (Uτi) + (τ − τi)
2
pi2 (Z (Uτi))
2
dp (Uτi, Uτ ) ≤M |τ − τi| .
This implies
h−1dp
(
U (τ + h) , VF (Uτ ) (h)
)
≤ (C1 + 2)M |τ − τi|+ 2hM
≤ε+ 2hM
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so letting h→ 0 gives the result. 
Remark 22. If the map Z which defines F also satisfies the Lipschitz property,
then the interval on which the ε-solution is defined has length greater than 1C
where C depends only on the Lipschitz constants and the initial data. Indeed, for
all X ∈ Br (X0), d˜p (F (X) , 0) ≤ C1r+C2 and dp (Z (X) , 0) ≤ C3r+C4 where the
Ci are Lipschitz constants or the distance of X0 from 0. Hence, α =
r
M ≥
r
Cir+Ci+1
and choosing r ≥ 1 gives α ≥ 1Ci+Ci+1 .
Consequently, we have an approximate solution for any level of closeness on a
fixed interval which is independent of how close the approximation is. From here,
the Lipschitz property of U given by equation (4.1) means that a family consisting
of εn approximations where εn → 0 as n → ∞ is equicontinuous. Indeed we have
the following.
Lemma 23. Let {Un} be a sequence of paths in C ([0, T ] ,WGΩp) such that for
each n, Un is a εn-solution to the flow equation where εn → 0 as n→∞. Then the
collection {Un} has a sub-sequence {Unk} which converges in C ([0, T ] ,Ωq) equipped
with uniform topology, for all q > p.
Proof. This follows from the Ascoli-Arzela theorem for metric spaces and theorem5.

A natural question to consider is whether or not the limit of εn solutions given
by the preceding lemma is a solution. The proof that this is the case relies on
the vector field also being Lipschitz in the q variation sense and follows the same
arguments as given in lemma 21.
Lemma 24. Given a convergent sub-sequence {Un} of εn-solutions of the flow
equation, the limit U ∈ C ([0, α] ; Ωq) is a solution of the flow equation.
Proof. Let us first consider the distance involving the approximating sequence, i.e.
dq
(
Un (τ + h) , VF (Un(τ)) (h)
)
. By equations (4.2) and (4.3) in the proof of lemma
21, we have for τ ∈ [τi, τi+1) and sufficiently small h
h−1
(
Un (τ + h)− VF (Unτ ) (h)
)1
=
(
pi2
(
F
(
Unτi
))1
− pi2 (F (U
n
τ ))
1
)
h−1
(
Un (τ + h)− VF (Unτ ) (h)
)2
=
(
FZ,ϕ
(
Unτi
)
− FZ,ϕ (U
n
τ )
)
+ 2 (τ − τi)pi2
(
Z
(
Unτi
))2
+ h
[
pi2
(
Z
(
Unτi
))2
− pi2 (Z (U
n
τ ))
2
]
.
Letting
M∗ = sup
X∈Br(X0)

d˜q (F (X) , 0) , sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z (X))2tl,tl+1
∣∣∣ q2
} 2
q


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and, by using the property that F is also Lipschitz in the q variation sense,
h−1dq
(
Un (τ + h) , VF (Unτ ) (h)
)
≤C2dp (Uτi, Uτ )
+ 2M∗ |τ − τi|+ 2hM
∗
≤ (C2 + 2)M
∗ |τ − τi|+ 2hM
∗
≤ (C2 + 2)M
∗ εn
(C1 + 2M)
+ 2hM∗.
Hence,
lim
h→0
h−1dp
(
Un (τ + h) , VF (Unτ ) (h)
)
=
(C2 + 2)M
∗
C1 + 2M
εn
and so letting n→∞ gives the result. 
Lemma 25. If a solution exists, then it is unique.
Proof. Suppose there exist two solutions U and U˜ of the flow equation with the
same initial data. Consider the function
g (τ) := dq
(
U (τ) , U˜ (τ)
)
.
Now,
g (τ + ε)− g (τ)
ε
≤
dq
(
U (τ + ε) , VF (U(τ)) (ε)
)
ε
+
dq
(
VF(U˜(τ)) (ε) , U˜ (τ + ε)
)
ε
+
dq
(
VF (U(τ)) (ε) , VF(U˜(τ)) (ε)
)
− dq
(
U (τ) , U˜ (τ)
)
ε
.
The first two terms on the right hand side tend to zero as ε → 0 as U and U˜ are
solutions, so let us examine the final term. Recall that
VF (U(τ)) (ε)
1
=U1 (τ) + εpi2 (F (U (τ)))
1
VF (U(τ)) (ε)
2
=U2 (τ) + εFZ,ϕ (U (τ)) + ε
2pi2 (Z (U (τ)))
2
so that by the Lipschitz property of F and the homogeneity of the distance,
dq
(
VF (U(τ)) (ε) , VF(U˜(τ)) (ε)
)
≤dq
(
U (τ) , U˜ (τ)
)
+ Cεdq
(
U (τ) , U˜ (τ)
)
+ ε2dq
(
Z (U (τ)) , Z
(
U˜ (τ)
))
.
Therefore, D+g (τ) ≤ Cg (τ) where D+ indicates the upper Dini derivative
lim sup
ε↓0
g (τ + ε)− g (τ)
ε
.
Now g (τ) is bounded by the upper Riemann integral of the Dini derivative so that
g (τ) ≤
¯∫ τ
0
D+g (σ) dσ
≤
¯
C
∫ τ
0
g (σ) dσ
= C
∫ τ
0
g (σ) dσ
and an application of Gronwall’s inequality gives g (τ) = 0.
Combining the above results, we have the following. 
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Theorem 26. If F is a locally Lipschitz near X0 vector field on WGΩp, then there
exists a unique solution U : [0, α]→ Ωq (V ) to the flow equation for q > p.
Remark 27. Using the preceding arguments we would not necessarily have a global
solution even for a globally Lipschitz vector field. This is because in our definition
we do not assume a Lipschitz type condition on the projection pi2 (Z (·))
2
which
appears in the definition of the length of the interval. If however we impose the
slightly stronger condition that both the maps Z and ϕ are Lipschitz, then the
induced vector field will be Lipschitz and, moreover, the length of the interval
where the solution is defined is larger than a constant which depends only on the
Lipschitz constants of Z and ϕ. In this setting, we have global solutions.
Theorem 28. Let Z : WGΩp (V ) → WGΩp (V ⊕ V ) and ϕ : WGΩp (V ) →
WGΩ p
2
(V ) be maps such that pi1 (Z (X)) = X. If there exist constants Ci for
i = {1, . . . , 4} such that
dp (Z (X) , Z (Y )) ≤C1dp (X,Y )
d p
2
(ϕ (X) , ϕ (Y )) ≤C2dp (X,Y )
and
dq (Z (X) , Z (Y )) ≤C3dq (X,Y )
d q
2
(ϕ (X) , ϕ (Y )) ≤C4dq (X,Y )
then there exists a global solution U : [0,∞] → Ωq (V ) to the flow equation with
initial data X0 for the vector field induced by Z and ϕ for q > p.
Proof. If F denotes the vector field induced by Z and ϕ, the above Lipschitz con-
ditions imply
d˜p (F (X) , F (Y )) ≤ max [1, C1 + C2] dp (X,Y )
and
d˜q (F (X) , F (Y )) ≤ max [1, C3 + C4] dq (X,Y ) .
Letting
C5 =max [1, C1 + C2]
C6 =max
[
d˜p (F (X0) , 0) , dp (Z (X0) , 0)
]
,
we establish the bounds
d˜p (F (X) , 0) ≤C5dp (X,X0) + d˜p (F (X0) , 0)
and
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z (X))2tl,tl+1
∣∣∣ p2
} 2
p
≤dp (Z (X) , 0)
≤C1dp (X,X0) + dp (Z (X0) , 0) .
For r1 > 0, set
M1 = sup
X∈Br1(X0)

d˜p (F (X) , 0) , sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z (X))2tl,tl+1
∣∣∣ p2
} 2
p


≤ C5r1 + C6
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and apply lemma 21 so that we have a local ε-solution Uε1 (·) on [0, α1] for α1 =
r1
2M1
.
We now apply the lemma again for initial point Uε1 (α1), r2 > 0. To bound M2, we
derive the estimates
d˜p (F (X) , 0) ≤C5dp (X,U
ε
1 (α1)) + d˜p (F (U
ε
1 (α1)) , 0)
≤C5 [dp (X,U
ε
1 (α1)) + dp (U
ε
1 (α1) , X0)] + d˜p (F (X0) , 0)
and
sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z (X))2tl,tl+1
∣∣∣ p2
} 2
p
≤dp (Z (X) , 0)
≤C1 [dp (X,U
ε
1 (α1)) + dp (U
ε
1 (α1) , X0)]
+ dp (Z (X0) , 0) .
Therefore, as dp (U
ε
1 (α1) , X0) ≤ r1,
M2 = sup
X∈Br2(U1(α1))

d˜p (F (X) , 0) , sup
D
{∑
l
∣∣∣pi2 (Z (X))2tl,tl+1
∣∣∣ p2
} 2
p


≤ C5 (r1 + r2) + C6
and we get an ε-solution, Uε2 defined on [0, α2] where U
ε
2 (0) = U
ε
1 (α1) and
α2 =
r2
2M2
≥
1
2C5
(
r1+r2
r2
)
+ C6r3
.
If we repeat this process n times, then for each n we obtain an ε-solution, Uεn defined
on interval of length
αn ≥
1
2C5
(∑n−1
i=1 ri
rn
)
+ C6rn
.
We need a lower bound for αn independent of n. If we choose ri = e
i then∑n−1
i=1 ri
rn
=e1−n + e2−n + · · ·+ e−1
=
n−1∑
j=1
e−j
and by the ratio test, the series
∑∞
j=1 e
−j converges to some value C. Then with
the above choice of ri,
αn ≥
1
2C5
(∑n−1
i=1 ri
rn
)
+ C6rn
≥
1
2C5C +
C6
e
.
This means that we can repeat the procedure indefinitely to construct ε-solutions
Uεn each defined on the interval [0, αn], with U
ε
n (0) = U
ε
n−1 (αn−1) and the total
length of the intervals is infinite.
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From here, we follow the same arguments as in the local solution case. Take
(εm)m≥0 such that εm → 0 as m→∞. By lemma 23, each U
εm
n has a subsequence
which converges in C ([0, αn] ,WGΩq (V )) equipped with the uniform norm to Un.
For Uε1 , take the convergent subsequence
{
U
εl1
1
}
and for the next step, take a
convergent subsequence
{
U
εl2
2
}
of
{
U
εl1
2
}
, etc. The indicies of the subsequences
are given by {εl1} ⊇ {εl2} ⊇ · · · so if we take the diagonal subsequence whose
indicies εl are given by εl = εll we have simultaneous convergence. Since we have
uniform, and therefore pointwise convergence, U
ε
l
n (τ) → Un (τ) for each τ and in
particular
Uεln (0) = lim
l→∞
Uεln (0)
= lim
l→∞
Uεln−1 (αn−1)
=Un−1 (αn−1) .
We can put these solutions together to form Uˆ : [0,∞)→ Ωq (V ) defined by
Uˆ (τ) =


U1 (τ) for τ ∈ [0, α1]
U2 (τ − α1) for τ ∈ (α1, α1 + α2]
...
...
which is then a unique global solution by lemmas 24 and 25. 
Appendix
As we make heavy use of the Lyons-Victoir extension, we present here a small
extension of the result for paths in Rd. We remark that it may be used to define
a mapping from a curve of rough paths X (ε) to another rough path which can
be viewed as
∫
X (ε) dε. The construction follows closely the proof of the Rd case
extension in the Lyons-Victoir paper [15].
Let X (ε) be a path taking values inWGΩp
(
R
d
)
. If X (ε) takes its values only in
smooth rough paths then we could define the integral Xµ via the Bochner integral:
X
µ,1
s,t =
∫ 1
0
[∫
s<u<t
dxu (ε)
]
µ (dε)
X
µ,2
s,t =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
[∫
s<u1<u2<t
dxu1 (ε)⊗ dxu2 (δ)
]
µ (dε)µ (dδ) .
The term in brackets in the definition of Xµ,2s,t can be realized for non smooth
rough paths as pi1,2 (Z) where Z is a rough path inWGΩp
(
R
d ⊕ Rd
)
which extends
(X (ε) , X (δ)). Therefore, in order to define the integral, we provide some conditions
which allow extension of (X (ε) , X (δ)) to a Z which we can integrate in T 2
(
R
d
)
.
Suppose now that we have a family of weakly geometric rough paths X (ε) with
ε ∈ [0, 1] with associated paths x (ε) taking values in Rd. We make the following
assumptions:
Let X (ε) for ε ∈ [0, 1] be a path in WGΩp
(
R
d
)
such that there exists a non-
negative, 0 on the diagonal, super additive function ω : ∆T → R satisfying∣∣X is,t (ε)∣∣ ≤Cω (s, t) ip
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and ∣∣X is,t (ε)−X is,t (ε˜)∣∣ ≤C |ε− ε˜|ω (s, t) ip .
Given these conditions, we reformulate in terms of 1p Hölder paths. If none of
the paths are constant over any interval, then we can define the bijection τ (t) =
ω (0, t) Tω(0,T ) and reparameterize so that∣∣∣X iτ−1(s),τ−1(t)∣∣∣ ≤Cω (τ−1 (s) , τ−1 (t)) ip
≤C
[
ω
(
τ−1 (0) , τ−1 (t)
)
− ω
(
τ−1 (0) , τ−1 (s)
)] i
p
=C
ω (0, T )
i
p
T
(t− s)
i
p .(4.4)
Similarly ∣∣∣X iτ−1(s),τ−1(t) (ε)−X iτ−1(s),τ−1(t) (ε˜)∣∣∣
≤ C |ε− ε˜|
ω (0, T )
i
p
T
(t− s)
i
p .(4.5)
As a result, we will assume for the rest of the section that we have reparameterized
so that the Hölder estimates in (4.4) and (4.5) hold, i.e. when we write Xs,t (ε) it
is understood as the reparameterized Xτ−1(s),τ−1(τ).
We construct Z (ε, δ) in the following manner. For each ε and δ, we define a
choice of area element over dyadic intervals associated to the path (x (ε) , x (δ))
in R2d. We then show that over these dyadic points the area element satisfies an
estimate of the same type as (4.5). Finally we show that the area element can be
extended to all intervals such that the estimate still holds. The constructed Z (ε, δ)
will then be continuous as a map from [0, 1]
2
→WGΩp
(
R
2d
)
so we can define the
integral of the constituent projection pi1,2 (Z (ε, δ)).
From the definition of the group imbedding of weakly geometric rough paths into
T 2
(
R
2d
)
we get in the original formulation that Z (ε, δ)
2
should be defined by
Z (ε, δ)
2
=
(
1
2x
i (ε)xj (ε) +Aij (ε) 12x
i (ε)xj (δ) +Aij (ε, δ)
1
2x
i (δ)xj (ε) +Aij (ε, δ) 12x
i (δ)xj (δ) +Aij (δ)
)
where in the 1, 1 entry of the block matrix, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, in the 1, 2 entry
i ∈ {1, . . . , d} j ∈ {d+ 1, . . . , 2d} , etc. Where Aijs,t is interpreted as the area in
the (i, j) plane bounded by the curve and its chord between s and t. The case
of Aij corresponding to the 1, 2 entry in the block matrix for Z is the only one
treated as precisely the same arguments are used in the other terms. In order to
be multiplicative, the area elements must satisfy
Aijs,u =A
ij
s,t +A
ij
tu +
1
2
(
xis,t (ε)x
j
t,u (δ)− x
j
s,t (δ)x
i
t,u (ε)
)
.(4.6)
Lemma 29. If X (ε) satisfies condition (4) and is also assumed to be reparame-
terized then there exists a map A taking the dyadic points of the simplex ∆T to the
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set of antisymmetric 2 tensors over R2d satisfying (4.6) such that
∣∣∣Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ)−Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(
ε˜, δ˜
)∣∣∣ ≤1
2
C2
ω (0, T )
2
p
T 2
[
n−1∑
l=0
2
l(2−p)
p
]
×
(
|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2np .
Proof. For each (ε, δ) we can define Aij (ε, δ) as follows. Set Aij0,1 (ε, δ) = C then
suppose we have defined Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ). We then define Aij on the next finest
partition by setting the areas over each of the two halves of the previous partition
to be equal. In other words, we set Aij from an old partition point to the point
added by the finer partition equal to Aij over the added point to the next old point,
i.e. Aij2k
2n+1
, 2k+1
2n+1
(ε, δ) = Aij2k+1
2n+1
, 2k+2
2n+1
(ε, δ). Next, as we want the final product to
satisfy equation (4.6) we set
A
ij
k
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ) =2Aij2k
2n+1
, 2k+1
2n+1
(ε, δ)
+
1
2
(
xi 2k
2n+1
, 2k+1
2n+1
(ε)xj2k+1
2n+1
, k+12n
(δ)− xj 2k
2n+1
, 2k+1
2n+1
(δ)xi2k+1
2n+1
, k+12n
(ε)
)
so that
A
ij
2k
2n+1
, 2k+1
2n+1
(ε, δ) =Aij2k+1
2n+1
, 2k+2
2n+1
(ε, δ)
=
1
2
A
ij
k
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ)
−
1
4
(
xi 2k
2n+1
, 2k+1
2n+1
(ε)xj2k+1
2n+1
,k+12n
(δ)
− xj 2k
2n+1
, 2k+1
2n+1
(δ)xi2k+1
2n+1
, k+12n
(ε)
)
.
Then, through the use of induction, we explicitly see what the area is over each of
the dyadic points for any level. Indeed
A
i,j
0, 12
(ε, δ) =
1
2
C −
1
4
(
xi0, 12
(ε)xj1
2 ,1
(δ)− xj
0, 12
(δ)xi1
2 ,1
(ε)
)
and
A
i,j
0, 14
(ε, δ) =
1
4
C −
1
4
[
1
2
(
xi0, 12
(ε)xj1
2 ,1
(δ)− xj
0, 12
(δ)xi1
2 ,1
(ε)
)
+
(
xi0, 14
(ε)xj1
4 ,
1
2
(δ)− xj
0, 14
(δ)xi1
4 ,
1
2
(ε)
)]
so that
A
i,j
k
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ) =
1
2n
C
−
1
4
n−1∑
l=0
2−l
(
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε)xj2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(δ)
− xj 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(δ)xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε)
)
,
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for all n ≥ 1. Therefore,
A
ij
k
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ)−Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(
ε˜, δ˜
)
= −
1
4
n−1∑
l=0
2−l
((
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε)xj2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(δ)− xj 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(δ)xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε)
)
−
(
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε˜)xj2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(
δ˜
)
− xj 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(
δ˜
)
xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε˜)
))
and∣∣∣Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ)−Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(
ε˜, δ˜
)∣∣∣
≤
1
4
∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑
l=0
2−l
[(
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε)xj2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(δ)− xj 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(δ)xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε)
)
−
(
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε˜)xj2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(
δ˜
)
− xj 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(
δ˜
)
xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε˜)
)]∣∣∣∣ .
From here we can add and subtract
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε)xj2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(
δ˜
)
and
x
j
2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(δ) xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε˜)
to establish that the term in square brackets above is equal to[(
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε)
[
x
j
2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(δ)− xj2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(
δ˜
)]
− xj 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(δ)
[
xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε)− xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε˜)
])
−
([
xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε˜)− xi 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(ε)
]
x
j
2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(
δ˜
)
[
x
j
2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(δ)− xj 2k
2n−l
, 2k+1
2n−l
(
δ˜
)]
xi2k+1
2n−l
, 2k+2
2n−l
(ε˜)
)]
.
Hence by using our conditions, we have∣∣∣Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ)−Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(
ε˜, δ˜
)∣∣∣ ≤1
2
C2
ω (0, T )
2
p
T 2
[
n−1∑
l=0
2
l(2−p)
p
]
×
(
|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2np .

Now, since we currently have only the extension defined for dyadic points of
time, let us show that we can extend the area element to all points of the simplex
∆T such that the Hölder estimate still holds.
Lemma 30. There exists a unique Aˆij defined on all points of ∆T which on dyadic
points coincides with Aij defined above such that∣∣∣Aˆijs,t (ε, δ)− Aˆijs,t (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤ C˜ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) (t− s) 2p
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for all s, t ∈ [0, 1] for a constant C˜ depending on p.
Proof. This proof follows the proof of lemma 2 in the Lyons-Victoir extension paper
[15]. We have established that, after reparameterization, the area elements given
above on dyadic points satisfy∣∣∣Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(ε, δ)−Aijk
2n ,
k+1
2n
(
ε˜, δ˜
)∣∣∣ ≤ 4Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2np
where Cˆ = 12C
2 ω(0,T )
2
p
T 2
[∑∞
l=0 2
l(2−p)
p
]
, since
∑n−1
l=0 2
l(2−p)
2 converges as 2 < p < 3.
The first step is to prove the second inequality when s, t are dyadic points from the
same level of fineness but not necessarily consecutive points. Let Dm = ∪
2m
k=0
k
2m
and consider all s, t ∈ Dm such that 0 < t− s < 2
−r for some fixed integer r. We
want to show by induction that∣∣∣Aijs,t (ε, δ)−Aijs,t (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤ 4Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) m∑
k=r+1
2−
2k
p .
For the case when m = r + 1 the above is identical to the condition. For the
inductive step, assume the statement is true for m = r+1, . . . ,M − 1 and consider
s, t ∈ DM with 0 < t − s < 2
−r. Define two points s1 and t1from the next
coarsest level of dyadic points which are nonetheless adjacent to s and t, i.e. s1 =
min {u ∈ DM−1 : u ≥ s} and t1 : max = {u ∈ DM−1 : u ≤ t}. Then∣∣∣Aijs,s1 (ε, δ)−Aijs,s1 (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2Mp∣∣∣Aijt1,t (ε, δ)−Aijt1,t (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2Mp .
Now, the area elements Aij corresponding to the 1, 2 entry in the block matrix for
Z were constructed to satisfy
A
ij
s,t (ε, δ) =A
ij
s,s1 (ε, δ) +A
ij
s1,t (ε, δ) +
1
2
(
xis,s1 (ε)x
j
s1,t (δ)− x
j
s,s1 (ε)x
i
s,t (δ)
)
so that
A
ij
s,t (ε, δ)−A
ij
s,t
(
ε˜, δ˜
)
=Aijs,s1 (ε, δ)−A
ij
s,s1
(
ε˜, δ˜
)
+Aijs1,t1 (ε, δ)−A
ij
s1,t1
(
ε˜, δ˜
)
+Aijt1,t (ε, δ)−A
ij
t1,t
(
ε˜, δ˜
)
+
1
2
(
xis,s1 (ε)x
j
s1,t (δ)− x
j
s,s1 (ε)x
i
s,t (δ)
)
−
1
2
(
xis,s1 (ε˜)x
j
s1,t
(
δ˜
)
− xjs,s1 (ε˜)x
i
s,t
(
δ˜
))
+
1
2
(
xis1,t1 (ε)x
j
t1,t (δ)− x
j
s1,t1 (δ)x
i
t1,t (ε)
)
−
1
2
(
xis1,t1 (ε˜)x
j
t1,t
(
δ˜
)
− xjs1,t1
(
δ˜
)
xit1,t (ε˜)
)
.
Applying the inductive step and adding and subtracting
xis,s1 (ε)x
j
s1,t
(
δ˜
)
,
xjs,s1 (δ)x
i
s1,t (ε˜) ,
xis1,t1 (ε)x
j
t1,t
(
δ˜
)
,
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and
x
j
s1,t1 (δ)x
i
t1,t (ε˜)
we get ∣∣∣Aijs,t (ε, δ)−Aijs,t (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤2Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2Mp
+ Cˆ
(
|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) M−1∑
k=r+1
2−
2k
p
+
1
2
∣∣∣xis,s1 (ε) [xjs1,t (δ)− xjs1,t (δ˜)]∣∣∣
+
1
2
∣∣xjs,s1 (δ) [xis1,t (ε)− xis1,t (ε˜)]∣∣
+
1
2
∣∣∣[xis,s1 (ε˜)− xis,s1 (ε)]xjs1,t (δ˜)∣∣∣
+
1
2
∣∣∣[xjs,s1 (δ˜) − xjs,s1 (δ)]xis,t (ε˜)∣∣∣
+
1
2
∣∣∣xis1,t1 (ε) [xjt1,t (δ)− xjt1,t (δ˜)]∣∣∣
+
1
2
∣∣∣xjs1,t1 (δ) [xit1,t (ε)− xit1,t (ε˜)]∣∣∣
+
1
2
∣∣∣[xis1,t1 (ε˜)− xis1,t1 (ε)]xjt1,t (δ˜)∣∣∣
+
1
2
∣∣∣[xjs1,t1 (δ˜)− xjs1,t1 (δ)]xit1,t (ε˜)∣∣∣ .
Finally, we apply the condition to get∣∣∣Aijs,t (ε, δ)−Aijs,t (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤2Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2Mp
+ 4Cˆ
(
|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) M−1∑
k=r+1
2−
2k
p
+ 2Cˆ
(
|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2− 2Mp
so that ∣∣∣Aijs,t (ε, δ)−Aijs,t (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤ 4Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) M∑
k=r+1
2−
2k
p
as required. This works because the sum
∑∞
l=0 2
l(2−p)
p is larger than 1. For all
points s, t ∈ ∪mDm such that 2
−(r+1) < t− s < 2−r∣∣∣Aijs,t (ε, δ)−Aijs,t (ε˜, δ˜)∣∣∣ ≤4Cˆ (|ε− ε˜|+ ∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) ∞∑
k=r+1
2−
2k
p
=4Cˆ
(
|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) 2−2(r+1)p ∞∑
k=0
2−
2k
p
≤C˜
(
|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) (t− s)− 2p .
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Next, using the fact that for any real number t , ⌊2
rt⌋
2r → t as r →∞, we define for
arbitrary s, t ∈ [0, T ]
Aˆ
ij
s,t (ε, δ) = lim
r→∞
A
ij
⌊2rs⌋
2r ,
⌊2rt⌋
2r
(ε, δ)
and so, by continuity of the norm, the required estimate holds. 
From this we can define an extension Z (ε, δ) of (X (ε) , X (δ)) where
Z (ε, δ)
2
=
(
1
2x
i (ε)xj (ε) + Aˆij (ε) 12x
i (ε)xj (δ) + Aˆij (ε, δ)
1
2x
i (δ)xj (ε) + Aˆij (ε, δ) 12x
i (δ)xj (δ) + Aˆij (δ)
)
.
This extension then satisfies∣∣∣∣Z2 (ε, δ)s,t − Z2 (ε˜, δ˜)s,t
∣∣∣∣ ≤C (|ε− ε˜|+
∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣) (t− s)− 2p
which means we can bound dp
(
Z (ε, δ) , Z
(
ε˜, δ˜
))
by a constant multiplied by |ε− ε˜|+∣∣∣δ − δ˜∣∣∣.
Since we now know the constructed Z (ε, δ) is continuous as a map from (ε, δ)→
WGΩp
(
R
d
)
, it is also measurable and so integration makes sense.
Definition 31. Given a path X (ε) in WΩp
(
R
d
)
satisfying condition 4 and a
measure µ supported on [0, 1], we define its integral Xµ by
X
µ,1
s,t =
∫ 1
0
X1s,t (ε)µ (dε)
X
µ,2
s,t =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
pi1,2 (Z (ε, δ))s,t µ (dε)µ (dδ)
where Z is defined by the extension constructed above.
In the following proposition we show the integrated path is still a rough path.
Proposition 32. The object Xµ in definition 31 is multiplicative.
Proof. We have(
X
µ
s,t ⊗X
µ
t,u
)1
=
∫ 1
0
X1s,t (ε)µ (dε) +
∫ 1
0
X1t,u (ε)µ (dε)
=
∫ 1
0
[
X1s,t (ε) +X
1
t,u (ε)
]
µ (dε)
=
∫ 1
0
X1s,u (ε)µ (dε)
=Xµ,1s,u
since X is multiplicative. Also,(
X
µ
s,t ⊗X
µ
t,u
)2
=
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
pi1,2 (Z (ε, δ))s,t µ (dε)µ (dδ)
+
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
pi1,2 (Z (ε, δ))t,u µ (dε)µ (dδ)
+
∫ 1
0
X1s,t (ε)µ (dε)⊗
∫ 1
0
X1t,u (δ)µ (dδ)
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and since Z (ε, δ) is multiplicative
pi1,2 (Z (ε, δ))s,u =pi1,2 (Z)s,t + pi1,2 (Z)t,u +X
1
s,t (ε)⊗X
1
t,u (δ) .
This together with the linearity of the integrals implies(
X
µ
s,t ⊗X
µ
t,u
)2
=
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
pi1,2 (Z (ε, δ))s,u µ (dε)µ (dδ)
=Xµ,2s,u .

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